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1. An Assessment Centre is a methodology, 

not a place 

For years now, the Assessment Centre (AC) has been the top choice technique of many 

organisations when making critical and high-stakes talent decisions. And rightly so, given 

that ACs deliver good predictions of future work performance1 but at the same time 

demonstrate little adverse impact.2 Moreover, participants tend to react positively to the 

procedure.3 

The term “Assessment Centre” refers to a method involving a unique combination of 

essential elements that distinguish ACs from other, less effective, types of assessments.4 

The fundamental AC quality requirements include, for example: 

⎯ Multiple AC components or exercises, each developed to elicit a variety of behaviours 

and information that are relevant to the competencies to be measured. Using different 

exercises allows different aspects of a participant’s competences and abilities to be 

evaluated, which improves the accuracy of future work performance predictions.5 

Moreover, having participants complete multiple exercises also provides them with 

multiple opportunities to demonstrate their capabilities.  

⎯ Simulation exercises, which present participants with fictitious job-related situations and 

require them to react as if those situations were real. Simulation exercises allow 

practitioners to observe behaviours directly, which is not possible with any other type of 

exercise. 

⎯ Multiple, adequately trained and certified assessors. Training ensures that assessors 

evaluate participants in a consistent way and teaches them to rely on the direct 

observation of behaviours rather than on subjective intuition. Having each participant 

observed and evaluated by multiple assessors (sometimes referred to as the four-eyes 

principle) further decreases the chance that the assessors’ individual preferences will 

influence the scores.  

 

 

 
 
1 Becker, Holzenkamp, & Spinath, 2011; Hermelin, Lievens & Robertson, 2007; Meriac, Hoffman, Woehr, & Fleisher, 2008; Sacket, Shewach, & 
Keiser, 2017 
2 e.g. Cascio & Aguinis, 2005; Terpstra, Mohamed, Kethley 1999 
3 Hausknecht, Day & Thomas, 2004 
4 Guidelines and Ethical Considerations for Assessment Center Operations from the International Taskforce on assessment center guidelines, 
2015 
5 Cortina, Payne, Goldstein, & Davison, 2000; Lievens & Patterson, 2011; Sacket et al., 2017 
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Activities such as, for example, having candidates complete a range of fully automated and 

computerised tests that do not require assessor observation, or an HR professional acting 

alone and using a simulation exercise as part of a selection process, cannot be labelled 

“Assessment Centres”, as these approaches do not meet the fundamental AC quality 

requirements. Moreover, while they can sometimes produce useful results, these approaches 

do not lead to the high accuracy, low adverse impact and positive participant experience that 

can be achieved with a carefully designed “true” AC.  
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2. Remote Assessment Centres 

Remote Assessment Centres (ACs) are growing in popularity. Many organisations are 

moving their selection procedures online and discovering the advantages that remote ACs 

can offer in terms of flexibility and efficiency. It is now clear that remote ACs are here to stay. 

In a remote AC, participants complete tests without any test administrator being present to 

proctor them. Moreover, interactions are conducted via computer screen instead of face-to-

face. A very legitimate question we often hear from clients is whether a participant can be 

assessed as well under these conditions as he or she can be with a traditional, in-person AC.  

At Hudson, we believe that if the above-mentioned fundamental requirements for an AC are 

met, remote ACs can deliver the same quality of assessment as a traditional, in-person 

AC. We base this conclusion mainly on the results of our thorough review of the scientific 

literature in this domain, for which we consulted recently published academic research into 

Unproctored Internet Testing (UIT), video-mediated interviews and other assessments. 

We focused mainly on research that compares UIT and video-mediated assessments with 

the traditional “brick and mortar” AC scenario, to investigate questions such as: 

⎯ Is there a difference in the scores obtained? 

⎯ Is there a difference in the accuracy or validity of the assessments? 

⎯ Is there a difference in the participant experience? 

Our overall conclusion from this review is that there is no reason to assume that the quality of 

an assessment obtained via a remote AC (as we conduct them) is in any way inferior to that 

obtained in a traditional “brick and mortar” AC. A summary of the main research findings on 

which we base our conclusion can be found in the next sections. 
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3. Unproctored Internet testing (UIT) 

As its name suggests, Unproctored Internet testing (UIT) involves the administration of 

psychometric tests and questionnaires over the internet, without the participant being 

supervised by a human proctor.  

Psychometric tests can be divided into two broad categories: non-cognitive measures that 

have no right or wrong answers (e.g. personality questionnaires, motivational drives 

questionnaires, etc.), and cognitive tests that do have right and wrong answers.  

3.1 Non-cognitive measures 

It has been repeatedly demonstrated that scores for non-cognitive tests are barely impacted 

when such tests are administered in unproctored remote conditions compared with when 

they are proctored.6 In addition to average test scores, psychometric properties such as 

factor structure, reliability and item functioning have also been shown to be highly 

comparable across proctored and unproctored conditions.7 

Moreover, the predictive validity of such tests is found to be equally high in unproctored 

conditions. It has been shown that biodata measures (i.e. a questionnaire about a person’s 

past life and work experience), personality tests and SJT are just as predictive of future work 

performance when they are administered remotely as when they are taken in a proctored, 

on-site setting.8 Furthermore, the participants’ reactions to these types of tests are 

generally positive.9 

3.2 Cognitive measures 

It has also been shown that administering cognitive tests without proctoring does not reduce 

their ability to accurately predict work performance.10 

Nevertheless, scientists and practitioners alike have shown concern about the risk of 

cheating in unproctored settings. There are particular concerns that in high-stakes selection 

processes, it might be easier for the unsupervised applicants to use illicit aids in order to 

unfairly increase their scores, thereby distorting the validity of their test results. 

 
 
6 Gnambs & Kaspar, 2017; Lawrence, Quist, & O’Connell, 2009; Le corff, Gingras, & Busque-Carrier, 2017; Templer & Lang, 2008; Wasko, 
Lawrence, & O’Connell, 2015  
7 Davies & Wadlington, 2006; Le corff et al., 2017 
8 Beaty, Nye, Borneman, Kantrowitz, Drasgow, & Grauer, 2011; Kaminsky & Hemingway 2009; Wasko et al., 2015 
9 Woods, Ahmed, Nikolaou, Costa, & Anderson, 2020 
10 Wasko et al., 2015; Weiner & Morrison, 2009 
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Research in the domain, however, has proved that these concerns are largely unwarranted if 

certain precautions are taken. 

3.2.1 Prevalence of cheating 

First of all, cheating in unproctored conditions is not as common as one may think. Most 

researchers have estimated that the percentage of participants who attempt to cheat in some 

way when taking an unproctored cognitive test ranges from 1.6% to 7.7%.11 

3.2.2 Cheating effectiveness 

And even if a participant does attempt to cheat, there is absolutely no guarantee that it will 

help increase their score.  

In fact, many studies failed to find significant differences in participant performance for 

cognitive tests in proctored and unproctored conditions, which suggests that cheating (if it 

occurs) might not be all that successful.12 

Moreover, some tests appear to be more susceptible to cheating than others. A very 

interesting study in this respect was conducted by Bloemers and colleagues (2016), who 

measured the effects of cheating directly by explicitly instructing participants to cheat by any 

means possible on a cognitive test battery comprising different types of subtests.13 They 

even offered a cash prize for the two participants who were able to achieve the highest 

score. Interestingly, they demonstrated that cheating was most effective for subtests that 

could be tampered with through internet searches, while some subtests turned out to be 

“cheat-proof”, namely the ones that required complex reasoning. Even asking other people 

for help proved ineffective with such questions.  

Another obvious aspect that plays an important role in the effectiveness of cheating is 

whether the test’s answers can be searched for online. Steger et al. (2020) recently 

conducted a large-scale meta-analysis analysing the test scores of over 100,000 

participants. They demonstrated that if correct solutions were not easily searchable over the 

internet, the score differences between proctored and unproctored conditions were 

approximately zero,14 thereby confirming previously observed findings.15 

 
 
11 Arthur, Glaze, Villado, & Taylor, 2010; Kantrowiz & Dainis, 2014; Nye, Do, Drasgow, & Fine, 2008; Tendeiro, Meijer, Schakel, & Maij-de Meij, 
2013 
12 Lawrence et al., 2009; Templer & Lang, 2008; Wasko et al., 2015  
13 Bloemers, Oud, & Dam, 2016 
14 Steger, Schroeders, & Gnambs, 2020 
15 Diedenhofen & Musch 2016; Karim, Kaminsky & Behrend, 2014 
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A third factor that reduces the effectiveness of cheating is time pressure. Various studies 

have failed to show score increases for unproctored tests that are timed.16 This makes 

sense, given that participants must decide whether it is better to spend their time on cheating 

rather than on concentrating on the content of the test at hand. Judging from the research 

findings, most participants seem to opt for the latter. 

3.3 Takeaways 

Both participant test scores and psychometric properties such as predictive validity have 

been shown to be highly comparable for UIT and tests administered in proctored, on-site 

settings. This makes remote testing a great strategy for substantially speeding up the 

assessment process and easily increasing the participant pool without incurring major extra 

costs.  

Despite a reluctance in some organisations to administer cognitive measures remotely, 

research has shown that cheating is not that prevalent and/or that it is often ineffective when 

it does occur. Moreover, some types of tests seem to be practically “immune” to cheating, 

namely those for which (a) complex reasoning is required, (b) the correct answers cannot be 

looked up online and (c) the participant has to work under time pressure. Hudson’s 

Reasoning Ability Tests meet all three requirements and therefore comply with the latest 

scientific recommendations in the field of UIT. 

 
 
16 Arthur, Glaze, Villado, & Taylor, 2009; Arthur et al., 2010; Lievens & Burke, 2011; Nye et al., 2008; Wright, Meade, & Gutierrez, 2014 
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4. Video-mediated assessments 

Most employees nowadays have used some form of videoconferencing for meetings with 

remote co-workers or clients. Some organisations have also started using video-mediated 

interviews as a supplement or alternative to traditional face-to-face interviews for applicant 

selection.17  

Unfortunately, only very few high-quality studies into the use of video-mediated 

interactions for personnel selection and development have been conducted to date. 

Nevertheless, the available research does contain some very interesting insights, which are 

summarised in the following sections. 

4.1 Video-mediated interviews 

Various research studies have compared the interviewer ratings given in video-mediated 

interviews with those given in face-to-face interviews, but the results are rather inconclusive. 

A few studies found that interviewer ratings in video-interviews were slightly higher,18 while 

others found them to be similar to19 or lower than20 those given in face-to-face interviews. 

However, most of the findings from these studies cannot simply be generalised to an AC 

interview as conducted in practice, for one or more of the following reasons: these studies (a) 

were conducted on very small samples,21 (b) involved students acting as interviewee and/or 

interviewer,22 (c) were based on recordings and so involved no interaction between 

participant and rater,23 or (d) used older technology that is not comparable to what is 

available today24. 

Consequently, more high-quality research is needed to determine whether using 

videoconference technology really has an impact on the interviewer ratings.  

4.1.1 Participant experience 

One concern highlighted in the scant literature that currently exists on video-mediated 

interviews is that people might perceive one another as less likeable or less positive when 

 
 
17 Sears, Zhang, Wiesner, Hackett, & Yuan, 2013 
18 Chapman & Rowe, 2001 
19 Straus, Miles, & Levesque, 2001 
20 Fullwood, 2007; Sears et al., 2013; Van Iddekinge, Raymark, Roth, & Payne, 2006 
21 Chapman & Rowe, 2001; Fullwood, 2007; Sears et al., 2013; Straus et al., 2001  
22 Fullwood, 2007; Sears et al., 2013; Straus et al., 2001  
23 Van Iddekinge et al., 2006 
24 Chapman & Rowe, 2001; Fullwood, 2007; Straus et al., 2001; Van Iddekinge et al., 2006 
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they interact via screens than when they interact face-to-face.25 This could explain the lower 

interviewer ratings found by some studies, but it might also lead to a less positive participant 

experience if left unaddressed.  

Several (hypothetical) causes have been put forward to explain these altered perceptions: 

⎯ Videoconferencing entails a number of technical limitations that reduce the fluency of 

the conversation, which makes it feel stranger and more draining than a face-to face 

interaction. For example, the slight delay in the transmission of sound and image makes 

it more difficult to take turns talking, the sound and image can sometimes be out of sync, 

there can be an echo, or the image freezes. The impact of such technical issues is 

greater on less digitally savvy participants,26 who – if not well-guided – might be unable to 

use the technology comfortably, resulting in even more interruptions. 

⎯ Another issue that could play a role is the fact that some non-verbal information is lost 

in a video-conversation. When we meet one another physically, we unconsciously take in 

non-verbal information from different senses, which helps us “connect” with the other 

person. We smell the scent of people and places, we observe (and often mirror) 

gestures, body posture and micro-expressions, we make direct eye-contact and evaluate 

the touch of a handshake. Most of this information is lost when people connect via 

screens, which could hinder the development of a rapport between participant and 

assessor. 

⎯ Adding to this is the fact that there are fewer opportunities for informal chit-chat in a 

remote AC. Whereas an assessor would normally talk informally with the participant while 

walking them to the testing room or offering them a drink, they can now just click a button 

and start the assessment immediately. However, acting in this way can make the 

assessor seem aloof, which might make it more difficult for both parties to relax into the 

conversation naturally. 

As a result, some participants may feel somewhat more anxious or limited in their capacity to 

put their best foot forward during a video-mediated interview.27 At Hudson, we therefore take 

care to pay particular attention to the remote participant’s experience; for example, by 

having candidates test their equipment and internet connections beforehand and having a 

dedicated consultant on stand-by during the entire AC to help them with any issues that may 

occur. Hudson also believes that it is essential to devote sufficient attention to the 

rapport-building stage, by scheduling a brief welcome moment to allow the candidate and 

assessor to make their mutual first impressions on each other in a less formal context, before 

 
 
25 Basch, Melchers, Kegelmann, & Lieb, 2020; Sears et al., 2013  
26 Basch et al., 2020 
27 Basch et al., 2020 
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the actual AC starts. This is also the ideal moment to make candidates feel at ease, help 

orient them and answer any questions they may have. 

4.1.2 Loss of non-verbal information 

Another important question is whether the loss of non-verbal information has an influence on 

the accuracy or validity of the assessment. To date, however, no scientific studies have 

corroborated this concern; in fact, the opposite seems to be case. 

During in-person assessments, the assessor’s attention is automatically and unconsciously 

drawn to a multitude of non-verbal information, some of which will inevitably be irrelevant to 

the evaluation of the competencies of interest and therefore act as a distractor.28 It is also 

precisely this type of redundant non-verbal information that may lead to unconscious bias. In 

videoconference interviews, on the other hand, interviewers have reported that the restriction 

of visual cues made them focus more on what the participants were saying.29  

Interviewers using videoconferencing also reported taking more notes.30 This is particularly 

interesting, because when an interviewer takes more notes and focuses primarily on 

behaviours, it can result in better accuracy and criterion-related validity.31 

In a study using videotaped interviews, interviewers provided higher quality behavioural 

observations than in face-to-face settings.32 Moreover, the ratings given in videotaped 

interviews generally show good psychometric properties (e.g. internal consistency)33 and 

seem to effectively predict work performance.34  

In conclusion, even though we may feel less of a connection with the other person and miss 

out on some non-verbal information in video-mediated conversations, research in the field 

seems to suggest that “[video-mediated interviews] yield more or at least equally valid 

judgments in comparison to face-to-face interviews”.35  

4.2 Other video-mediated assessments 

There are currently no scientific studies investigating the use of behavioural simulation 

exercises (e.g. management role-plays, oral presentations, etc.) with videoconference 

 
 
28 Mennecke, Valacich, & Wheeler, 2000 
29 Chapman & Rowe, 2001. 
30 Chapman & Rowe, 2001 
31 e.g. Biesanz, Neuberg, Judice, & Smith,1999; Burnett, Fan, Motowidlo, & Degroot, 1998; Middendorf & Macan, 2002 
32 Ryan, Daum, Bauman, Grisez, Mattimore, Nalodka, & McCormick, 1995 
33 Gorman, Robinson, & Gamble, 2018; Van Iddekinge et al., 2006  
34 Gorman et al., 2018 
35 Sears et al., 2013, p.1745 
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technologies. Be that as it may, research conducted on video-recorded (i.e. non-interactive) 

simulations and in other fields are showing very promising results. 

4.2.1 Scoring of video-recorded simulations 

Oostrom and colleagues showed that it is possible to accurately evaluate job skills via 

video-recorded simulations.36 In what they called a “Webcam Situational Judgment Test” 

(SJT), they presented participants with fictional work situations in front of a webcam and 

asked them to react as if these were real. The recordings were rated at a later time by the 

assessors. The researchers reported: 

⎯ high inter-rater reliability and internal consistency;  

⎯ high predictive validity, as the ratings correlated positively with job placement success 

and job knowledge;  

⎯ significant incremental validity beyond job knowledge in predicting job placement 

success, which was better than that usually found for a classical multiple choice SJT. 

4.2.2 “Role-plays” in the medical field 

Research in the medical domain has shown that it is possible to evaluate soft skills and 

critical thinking via video-mediated role-plays. In the medical field, videoconference 

systems are being used on a large scale to conduct the famous Multiple Mini-Interviews 

(MMIs), which comprise of a series of short role-plays to assess soft skills and critical 

thinking in (aspiring) medical doctors. Tiller et al. (2013) compared the quality of remotely 

conducted video-mediated MMIs and in-person MMIs and found:37  

⎯ no significant score differences between participants who participated on-site and those 

who participated remotely via videoconference; 

⎯ slightly higher inter-rater reliability for the remote MMI (0.76) compared with on-site 

(0.70); 

⎯ 68% of remotely assessed participants indicated that they would have preferred 

face-to-face interactions but still felt positive about the remote MMI. 

4.2.3 Neuropsychological assessments 

In the field of clinical psychology, video-mediated interactions are increasingly being used to 

perform neuropsychological assessments to evaluate various abilities such as memory and 

 
 
36 Oostrom, Born, Serlie, & van der Molen, 2010 
37 Tiller, O'Mara, Rothnie, Dunn, Lee, & Roberts, 2013 
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attention. A recent meta-analysis in this domain reports no differences in scores between 

face-to-face assessments and video-assessments, provided that a sufficiently fast internet 

connection is used38.  

4.3 Takeaways 

Unfortunately, very little high-quality research is available on the use of video-technology in 

ACs. Therefore, Hudson aims to help fill this gap in the existing literature by systematically 

collecting and analysing remote AC data. In doing so, we hope to gain more insight into the 

psychometric properties of video-mediated behavioural simulation exercises and interviews 

and into how these compare with their face-to-face equivalents.  

The limited research that is available seems to indicate that video-mediated assessments are 

as valid and accurate as in-person assessments. They even have the potential to be of 

higher quality, because they are less impacted by non-relevant or distracting information.  

For practitioners, the most significant risk associated with remote ACs concerns the 

participant experience. Videoconference interviews may feel uncomfortable for some people, 

especially those who are less familiar with such technologies. It is therefore crucial to devote 

sufficient attention to ensuring that participants feel that they have the same chance to 

perform in a remote AC as they would have if they were evaluated on-site.  

  

 
 
38 Brearly, Shura, Martindale, Lazowski, Luxton, Shenal, & Rowland, 2017 
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5. General conclusion 

Remote ACs are quickly gaining popularity. This should come as no surprise, given the many 

advantages of conducting an AC remotely: it’s more efficient, easier to organise, and 

greener, and the absence of geographical constraints yields a larger and more diverse 

candidate pool. In addition, using remote technologies can even provide participants with 

experiences that closely match the technological environment of today’s world.  

Some people may doubt whether a remote AC is really as valid a method of evaluating 

candidates as a traditional, in-person AC. But they can rest assured: it is – if conducted 

correctly. To name a few essential requirements, a remote AC (just like in an in-person one) 

needs to combine various assessment exercises (including at least one behavioural 

simulation) to create enough opportunities for observing job-relevant behaviour that can be 

systematically evaluated by multiple, adequately trained assessors.  

Extensive research supports the use of unproctored internet testing, as test results are 

comparable with those of proctored tests. Moreover, cheating does not seem to occur that 

often and appears to be ineffective for tightly timed tests composed of questions that require 

complex reasoning to solve and for which the answers are not searchable. 

In contrast, industrial and organisational psychology research into video-mediated 

assessments remains very scarce, despite the phenomenon’s increasing popularity. Even 

though less non-verbal information can be conveyed, video-mediated assessments do not 

appear to be of lesser quality than face-to-face assessments – if anything, the contrary is 

true. Nevertheless, videoconference interviews may be somewhat awkward and 

uncomfortable for some people, which is why extra attention must be paid to the remote 

participant’s experience.   
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6. Any questions?  

Do not hesitate to contact us! 

 

 

 
  

Amelie Vrijdags 

Senior consultant 

+32 9 242 53 59 

+32 497 52 63 86 

Amelie.Vrijdags@hudsonsolutions.com 

Christine Simonson 

Consultant 

+32 2 610 27 54 

+32 497 52 63 29 

Christine.Simonson@hudsonsolutions.com 
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